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Let V be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in IF” and let 1~ be its ideal. We study W and IV 
by concentrating on hyperplane sections, especially for n = 3. For example, we consider the prob- 
lem of lifting elements of IvnH (where H is a hyperplane) to Is, and from this we draw some 
conclusions about the liaison class of P. We also attempt to give good bounds for the degree of 
a minimal generator of I? , and we strengthen these bounds in case r is integral. We also con- 
sider curves which are extremal with respect to our general bounds. 
Introduction 
Let @$ be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in fP” and let I, be its ideal. The 
purpose of this paper is to study g and I, by concentrating on hyperplane sec- 
tions. An important tool for us will be the notion of liaison, and in particular the 
Hartshorne-Rao module, M(g), of the curve. Many of our results are for curves 
in P3, and here a key role is played by Amasaki’s lower bound for the degree of 
a generator of Iv. 
The notion of an arithmetically Buchsbaum ring was originally proposed as a 
generalization of the notion of an arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay ring. With this 
in mind, we find several ways in which the relationship of the hyperplane section, 
6? fl H, of an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve to the curve g parallels the relation- 
ship between these two objects when g is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. For ex- 
ample: if g c P”, the least degree of a hypersurface of fP” containing the curve y/ 
can differ from the least degree of a hypersurface in fP”-~’ containing the hyper- 
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plane section by at most 1 (in the arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay case those degrees 
are the same). 
The first section is primarily a review of the relevant facts about liaison which we 
shall need, together with some first observations. In the second section we discuss 
the notion of ‘hyperplane section’ and give several results which hold for curves in 
general. 
In some sense the heart of the paper comes in Section 3. We begin with some 
observations about lifting elements of ZVnH to I,. These yield some fundamental 
properties of arithmetically Buchsbaum curves (Corollary 3.9). As a by-product we 
identify the leftmost shift of M(g) which can be the Hartshorne-Rao module of a 
curve (with Amasaki’s bound) and show that if M(e) has diameter 3 or more, then 
V cannot have maximal rank. We then attack a question posed in [18]: is it possible 
to give a good upper bound for the degree of a minimal generator of I, (@ arith- 
metically Buchsbaum)? Our response is Theorem 3.14. 
For the remainder of the paper we restrict ourselves to arithmetically Buchsbaum 
curves in P’. In Section 4 we review several important facts about the Hilbert func- 
tion of a zero-dimensional subscheme of P’ with particular attention to the case 
when the scheme is the hyperplane section of a reduced irreducible curve. We then 
give some preparatory results describing the Hilbert function of g n H if yl is arith- 
metically Buchsbaum. 
In Section 5 we combine the facts from Section 4 with Theorem 3.14 to give upper 
bounds for the degree of a minimal generator of Z,,. With various additional hypo- 
theses on V’, particularly that of irreducibility, these bounds get much stronger. For 
reduced and irreducible arithmetically Buchsbaum curves we also give ranges for the 
degree of % in terms of: the least degree of a surface containing g”; the Buchsbaum 
invariant of e. 
In Section 6 we discuss curves which have generators whose degree achieves the 
bound given in our most general statement on this matter (Theorem 5.3). Unfor- 
tunately, at one stage we are forced to assume that g is reduced. Nevertheless, the 
picture that emerges is that these curves exist but are highly special and easily 
described. We also give some relationships between the degree and genus of 
Buchsbaum curves in P’. 
1. Background and first results 
Let k be an algebraically closed field, S = k[X,, . . . , X,], P” = ipz. We shall re- 
strict our attention to closed one-dimensional subschemes of P” which are locally 
Cohen-Macaulay and also are equidimensional. We shall call such an object a 
curve. 
Recall that two curves Y, and Y2 in P” are directly linked by a complete intersec- 
tion X if I, : Zr, = I,, and that direct linking generates an equivalence relation cal- 
led liaison. If Y, and Yz are directly linked by X we write Y, 5 Y,, and if they are 
merely in the same liaison class we write Y, - Y2. 
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In studying the liaison class of a curve SZ, a fundamental object is the Hartsharne- 
Rao module of the curve, defined by 
M(g) = @ H’(P,&(d)). 
de72 
This is a graded S-module of finite length. Its first relation to liaison is given by the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let Y, x Y,, where X is the complete intersection of hypersurfaces 
of degree a,, . . ..a._,, and set a = C a;. Then M( Y, ) z M( Y2)“(n + 1 - a), where for 
any graded S-module M, M” = Hom,(M, k). 
Proof. This has appeared in varying generality (including higher-dimensional 
schemes) in [5,20,22,23]. The first case, that of curves in P3, is due to 
Hartshorne. 3 
Corollary 1.2. If Y, and Yz are linked in an even number of steps, then M(Y,)z 
M(Y,)(v) for some v E 27. 0 
The converse to Corollary 1.2 is false in general, but it is true for curves in P3: 
Theorem 1.3. (a) Let Y,, Y2 be curves in P3. Zf M(Y,)=M(Y,)(v) for some VEZ, 
then Y, and Y, can be linked in an even number of steps. 
(b) Given any graded S-module M of finite length, there exists a curve g in P” 
with M(g)=:(v) for some v<O. 
Proof. (a) is from [22]. As for (b), [22] proves the case of curves in P3 and [23] 
proves the case of curves in P”. (In fact, [23] contains a much more general state- 
ment.) U 
Remark 1.4. Given a curve g’, a useful device for producing another curve in the 
same liaison class (but with Hartshorne-Rao module shifted to the right) is the basic 
double linkage procedure of Lazarsfeld and Rao [17, p. 2761. They take any 
FE H’(#,(f)) and HE S,, subject to the condition that F and H have no common 
factor. Then, essentially, the union of g with the complete intersection of F and H 
is a curve Y evenly linked to V?, with M(Y)=M(EZ)(-h). The ideal of the new curve 
is I, = H. I, + (F). 
Now, Theorem 1.3(b) says that up to shifts any graded S-module of finite length 
can be the Hartshorne-Rao module of some curve. In this paper we shall be in- 
terested in those modules that have trivial S-multiplication. Since the S-multiplica- 
tion is determined by the action of the linear forms, St, we have a collection of 
homomorphisms @d : s1 -+ Hom(M( E’), , M( t!Qd + ,) which determine the module 
structure of M(g). 
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Definition 1.5. ‘S? is an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve if 
Q,,(L) = 0 for all L E S, and all d E Z. 
Kemark 1.6. The definition of an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve that we have 
given in Definition 1.5 is quite different from the original notion of a Buchsbaum 
ring. That idea was first introduced in [26] (for local rings) to answer the question 
of D.A. Buchsbaum as to whether, for an ideal generated by a system of para- 
meters, there is a constant value (depending only on the ring and not on the system 
of parameters) for the difference between the length and multiplicity of the ideal. 
Buchsbaum’s question was motivated by the fact that for Cohen-Macaulay local 
rings the answer is yes (the constant being 0) and for many other well-known non- 
Cohen-Macaulay rings the answer was also yes. 
However, in general, the answer to Buchsbaum’s question is no and rings for 
which there is such a constant have come to be known as Buchsbaum rings. 
A cohomological description of certain Buchsbaum rings can be found in [ 121 and 
it is from that description that our Definition 1.5 is derived. 
The detailed study of the class of arithmetically Buchsbaum curves (as a natural 
extension of arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curves) is relatively recent and a sam- 
ple of the kinds of problems considered may be found in [ 1,3,4,12,13,19,21,26]. 
Furthermore, the recently published book [25] is a very complete and well-written 
reference for Buchsbaum rings and applications. 
It follows immediately from the definition and Theorem 1.1 that being arithmeti- 
cally Buchsbaum is preserved under liaison and so we shall refer to liaison classes 
which contain an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve as Buchsbaum liaison classes. 
From the definition it is clear that to specify a Buchsbaum liaison class it is 
enough to specify the dimensions of the components of the Hartshorne-Rao module 
in order. 
Finally, if g is an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve with Hartshorne-Rao module 
M = @ M(K), , then the integer N= C, dim A4( g), is called the Buchsbaum in- 
variant of K?. 
An important result concerning arithmetically Buchsbaum curves in P3 and their 
Buchsbaum invariant is the following: 
Theorem 1.7. Let 6) be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in P3 with Buchsbaurn 
invariant N. Then no curve in the liaison class of K’ lies on a surface of degree < 2N. 
Proof. [l]. 17 
Remark 1.8. (1) In [3] it is shown that every Buchsbaum liaison class in Pi in fact 
contains curves which lie on a surface of degree 2N and that these curves are rather 
special from the point of view of liaison. (See also Remark 3.15(3).) 
(2) It is not hard to show (cf. [21]) that for any d, if rk @,,(L)=O for a generic 
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L E Si, then rk ad(L) = 0 for all L ES,. Hence to study arithmetically Buchsbaum 
curves in P” it is enough to understand {Gd(L)} just for those L which do not con- 
tain a component of C. Hence we are led to studying the generic hyperplane section 
of g. 
An important tool for us in studying hyperplane sections of Q is the exact 
sequence: 
XL 
o--w(d)- ~g(d+l)--~n,(d+ 1)-O, (*I 
where H is the hyperplane defined by the linear form L. Taking the long exact 
sequence in cohomology we have: 
0 - H’(&(d)) - XL H’(&(d+ 1)) - H’(&,H(~+ 1)) 
- M( Wd =M(W)d+,. 
The third term is just the degree (d-t 1) component of the ideal in H= P”-’ of the 
zero-dimensional scheme 67 n H. Observe that as L varies in S, (always avoiding 
components of g) the only term in the sequence whose dimension could change is 
H”(SV. H(d+ 1)). But the first four terms determine rk Gd(L) by exactness, and 
ad(L) is always the zero map. Hence the dimension /z’(&~, nH(d+ 1)) is independent 
of H for all d. That is, 
Lemma 1.9. Let B be cm arithmetically Buchsbaurn curve in P” and let HI, H, be 
any two hyperplanes containing no component of E?. Then 
h”&,,,,W) = h 
0 
WV,TH~ (d)) for all dEZ. n 
Loosely phrased, this says that all proper hyperplane sections of an arithmetically 
Buchsbaum curve have the same Hilbert function (see below for the definition). This 
fact is well known for the arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curves, where the hyper- 
plane sections all have Hilbert function which is the difference function of the 
Hilbert function of the curve. In Section 2 we shall make a more careful analysis 
of hyperplane sections. 
We conclude this section with a result about when the union of a curve in P3 and 
a plane curve can be arithmetically Buchsbaum (and in particular arithmetically 
Cohen-Macaulay). We shall sharpen part (b) in Section 4 when we study Hilbert 
functions more closely. 
Let Y be a reduced curve in P3 of degree m and let H be a hyperplane meeting 
Y in m distinct points. Let L denote the linear form defining H. Let D be a curve 
in H of degree d and let E? = Y U D. Note: #(Y tl D) I m. 
Theorem 1.10. (a) Assume IVY_, = 0. Zf #(Y f7 D) = m, then Y is evenly /inked 
to E?‘. 
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(b) Assume d L m + 1. Zf #(Y n D) < m, then g is not arithmetically Buchsbaum. 
Proof. Note that the assumption M(Y),_, =0 is true for all d&O. Now, #(Yfl D)= 
m if and only if DEH’(~~~,,(~)). But then from the exact sequence 
-M(Y),- I 
@d- I(L)) M(Y), 
we see that D ‘lifts’ to a surface F in P3 containing Y, i.e. there is a surface F of 
degree d containing g = Y U D. But then D is the complete intersection of F and H, 
so W is a basic double link of Y (cf. Remark 1.4) and we are finished proving (a). 
Turning to (b), by the hypotheses on Y and H, #(Y n D) < m implies that there 
is a point P E Y Cl H such that Pa D. Then a general hyperplane section HI Cl g 
contains a subset of exact/y d (not necessarily distinct since D need not be reduced) 
collinear points, while a hyperplane H, through P cuts g in a set of points of 
which d + 1 are collinear. Since d L m + 1, the former satisfies 
h”(SvnH,(m)) = h’(?Y,,,,,(m - 1)) = - m 
(since m distinct points impose independent conditions on plane curves of degree 
m-l) while 
hO(&oHz(m)) = h0(~~t,riH2)\,(m- 1)) = -(m-l). 
By Lemma 1.9, g is not arithmetically Buchsbaum. q 
Example 1.11. When d sm, the conclusion of Theorem 1.10(b) is not necessarily 
true. For example, consider an irreducible surface S of degree n containing skew 
lines ,I, and A*. Let H be a general plane through A, and Q a general smooth 
quadric through A2, and let @? be the residual to At U A2 in the complete intersection 
of S and HQ. Then E? is the union of a plane curve D of degree d = n - 1 and a curve 
Y of type (n - 1, n) on Q (and hence of degree m = 2n - 1). By liaison, g is arithmeti- 
cally Buchsbaum (but not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay). Note that Y fI H con- 
sists of 2n - 1 points on a conic, so by Bezout (and generality of Q) at least one point 
of YnH is not on D, i.e. #(YflH)<m. 
2. Hyperplane sections of a curve in IP” 
At this point we would like to clarify our use of the term ‘hyperplane section’ and 
more particularly the ideal of such a section. Geometrically, this refers to the ideal 
Bd H’(H,&,.,,(d)) in an n-variable homogeneous polynomial ring; that is, just 
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the ideal of the zero-scheme g fl H with no embedded component in its primary 
decomposition. This is our meaning in the present context. 
However, there is also an algebraic meaning to the term ‘hyperplane section’. If 
Z is the ideal of C% and L is a linear form vanishing on H, one can also use this term 
to refer to the ideal (Z,L)/(L). 
In general these two ideals are not the same. To understand the relation, let 
@ : S, --t Hom(M(g),M(E)) be the homomorphism defining the entire module 
structure of M(g). (@ can be viewed as a square matrix of linear forms.) We will 
show that the difference between the two notions above (i.e. the difference between 
the sheaf level and the ideal level) for any given L is measured by Ker Q(L). 
We begin with a very elementary lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. (a) Let Z and J be ideals in S = k[X,, . . . ,X,,] and L ES,. Then 
W,I)n(L,J) (LInJ) 
CL) = CL) . 
(b) Let I be the ideal of a curve f? and L a linear form not vanishing on any com- 
ponent of g. Then L. Z= (L) fl I. 
Proof. (a) The inclusion ‘ 2 ’ is obvious. After a change of variables we may assume 
L =X,,. To show the reverse inclusion, write 
(X,,, Z) = (X,,, I’> and (X,, J) = (X,, J’) 
where I’ and J’ are ideals in k[X,, . . . , X,_,]. 
Say F~(x,,,Z’)fl(x,, J’), so F=X,A+i=X,B+j (iEZ’, j, J’). Hence 
X,,(A-B)=j-i. But j-iEk[X,,..., X,_,] and so cannot have X, as a factor. 
Therefore A = B, i = j and FE (X,,, Z fl J). This proves (a). 
(b) The inclusion ‘ c ’ is clear. For the reverse inclusion let LFE (L) (7 Z and let 
I= Q1 n ... n Qd be the primary decomposition of Z (where the Qi all have the same 
height by our definition of ‘curve’). Then LFEQ; for each i. Let Pi =a. By 
hypothesis, L$ P, for each i so, by definition of ‘primary ideal’, FE Q, for all 
i. 0 
Let Z be the ideal of a curve ‘67 in P”; L a linear form not vanishing on any com- 
ponent of g; H the hyperplane corresponding to L. Let (Z, L) = Q, rl... fl Q, fl Q be 
a primary decomposition of (I, L). For each i write Qi = (L, q;) and also Q= (L, q), 
where none of the generators of qi or q have L as a factor. (For example, make a 
change of variables so L =X0.) We have an exact sequence of modules 
XL 
O-I 
I 
VI--r-- ----f 0. 
L.Z 
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The cokernel of XL is 
I I 
~ = ___ 
L.I (L)nz 
(Lemma 2.1(b)) 
(AL) Q,n...nQ,nQ =------= 
W) CL) 
u4,)n - n w, 4.4 n (L, 4) 
ZZ 
(L) 
(L, q1 n ... f-3 qs n 4) 
= 
CL) 
(Lemma 2 l(a)) 
=4,n . ..nqsnq. 
But qln... n qs is just the ideal of the ‘geometric’ hyperplane section I,oF,; that 
is, q, n ... nqs=ad fWw, rnf,(d)). Now consider the exact sequence in co- 
homology mentioned earlier, with this substitution (and taking the direct sum over 
all integers) 
XL 
o-Z----tl~ ql n . . . nqs-hz(fq %&f(g)- . . . 
L 7 
4o..nq,nq 
/* L 
0 0 
We conclude: 
Theorem 2.2. 
ql n ... n qs 
ql n . . . nq,nq 
G Ker @(L)(-1). U 
Corollary 2.3. F? is arithmetically Buchsbaum if and only if 
q1 n . . . n 4 
ql n . . . n q, n 4 
z M(%)(-1) 
for every L meeting K properly. 
Proof. If g is arithmetically Buchsbaum, then the isomorphism is immediate from 
the definition and Theorem 2.2. Conversely, if 
qo-nq, 
ql n . ..nqcnq 
E M(g)(-l), 
then @(L) = 0. By Remark 1.8(2) this property, for generic L, implies that g is arith- 
metically Buchsbaum. 0 
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Remark 2.4. (1) One can have non-arithmetically Buchsbaum curves with ‘many’ 
linear forms L annihilating M(g). For example, in P3, the disjoint union of a line 
I and a plane curve Y of degree t produces a curve whose Hartshorne-Rao module 
has ‘diameter’ t (see Notation 3.8) and which is annihilated by a codimension 1 sub- 
space of Si (cf. [19, Example 2.31). 
(2) Observe that for any L ES, , Ker @I(L) # 0 if and only if M( %) # 0 (in particu- 
lar L must annihilate the last non-zero component of M(g)). Hence we recover the 
well known fact that only in the arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay case the algebraic 
‘hyperplane section’ is actually the ideal of the zero scheme % fl H (i.e. there is no 
embedded component q). 
We now give another way, in terms of hyperplane sections, that izrl(g) measures 
how far g is from being arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (and describe the arith- 
metically Buchsbaum curves as a special case). This way involves Hilbert functions. 
Recall that for a scheme V in P, H(I/ t) = dim(k[X,, . . . ,X,1/1,,),. 
We again let I = I,, % a curve in P”; L ES,, H the corresponding hyperplane. 
We have the usual exact sequence 
O-k-Lt+l -H”(&,(t+l))-M(&=+ M(W,+ I -----f ... 
L 7 
Ker Q,(L) 
7 L 
0 0 
Hence dim I( - dim Z, + l = dim Ker Q,(L) - h”(zFwnH(t + 1)). Adding 
(“I’“) _ (“n”) = (:II:> 
to both sides gives: 
H(%,t+l)-H(?Z,t)=dimKer@,(L)+H(gnH,t+l) 
(where of course H(g tl H, t + 1) is computed in H = ip”- ‘). Recalling the notation 
AH( V, t) = H( V, t) - H( V, t - 1) we have shown 
Proposition 2.5. Let g be a curve in P” and H a hyperplane defined by the linear 
form L. Then 
AH(%‘,t+l)=dimKer@,(L)+H(8f7H,t+l). 0 
Remark 2.6. (1) If @Z is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay we recover the well-known 
fact that H( @?n H, t) = AH(E?, t) for all t. 
(2) If ?Z is arithmetically Buchsbaum we may replace dim(Ker Q,(L)) by dim M(g),. 
For convenience we write m(g), for dim M(g),. 
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As a corollary, we derive a formula for the behaviour of Hilbert functions under 
liaison for arithmetically Buchsbaum curves. 
Let g, g’ be arithmetically Buchsbaum curves and suppose g-- W’ by a complete 
intersection Z of hypersurfaces of degree a,, . . . , a, ~,. Let 0 = C a; - (n - 2). Let H 
be a general hyperplane and X= V? fl H, X’= f2’f-l H and Y= Zfl H. Then Y links 
X to X’ in H. 
Proposition 2.7. 
AH(Y,t)=A2H(g,,)+A2H(g’,o-l-t)+A2m@’),. 
Proof. Recall [8, Theorem 31 that 
AH(Y, t) = AH(X, t) + AH(X’, CT - 1 - f) 
From Proposition 2.5 (and Remark 2.6(2)) we have 
AH(X,t) = A2H(g,t)-(m(V?),_, -m(@),_& 
AH(X’,o-l-f)=A’H(V,a-l-t)-(m(V), 2-,-m(V’)o 3_,). 
Adding gives 
AH(Y,r)=A’H(@,f)+A’H(V’:a-1-f) 
+[-m(~),~,+m(~),~~~m(W’),~~~,+m(~’),~,~~,l. 
But from Theorem 1.1, a quick computation gives 
m(V,_2 , = m(R),_, and ~(g’),_~_, = m(V),, 
and hence the desired result follows. 17 
Observe that this can be extended to a formula for any linkage of curves in Ip” 
(not just arithmetically Buchsbaum) by considering @ : S, + Hom(M( ??), M( E’)) 
as before and replacing A’m(g), by A2(dim Ker Q(L)), (using the full power of 
Theorem 1.1). 
3. The ideal of a Buchshaum curve in Ip” 
As was mentioned earlier, many of our results concern arithmetically Buchsbaum 
curves in fP3. However, in this section we collect some results which hold for arith- 
metically Buchsbaum curves in any projective space. 
We begin with a preparatory result. In the following discussion, whenever L ES, 
is a linear form and H is a hyperplane, we shall denote by L’ the restriction of 
L to H (H will be understood from the context). As before, if L ES,, then 
Q(L) : M(E’) -M(tT) is the homomorphism on M(W) induced by L (i.e. ‘multipli- 
cation by L’). 
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Lemma 3.1. Let ETC P” be a curve, H,, a hyperplane meeting @ properly, and 
L, E S, a linear form defining Ho. Let L ES,. Then Ker @(L,) c Ker G(L) if and only 
if for all d and all FE H”(gVnHi,(d)), L’F lifts to H’(S,(d+ 1)). 
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram: 
0-t H’(.J+ (d- I))% H”(+ (d)) -H”(~~n~&d))- 
Clearly, 
Ker @(Lo) c Ker G(L) iff Ker c$~(L~) C Ker Qk(L) for all k. 
Now, 
Ker Qd_ l(Lo) c Ker @I~-, (L) @ Im 6, c Ker Gd-, (L) (exactness) 
ti Qd_, (L) 0 S, = 0 H ad+ 1 0 (x L’) = 0 (commutativity) 
ti Im(xL’)cKerBd+, ti Im(xL’)~Ime,+,. U 
Corollary 3.2. Let C9c P” be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve and H a hyper- 
plane meeting E? properly. Let FE H0(4 V’nh (d)), d E N, and let L E S, _ Then FL’ 
lifts to H0(9,(d + 1)). 0 
Remark 3.3. Corollary 3.2 was pointed out to us by Harris and was the reason for 
our investigation of this particular topic. It provides another instance of how ‘arith- 
metically Buchsbaum’ is a generalization of ‘arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay’ since: 
if g is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, then every F-E H’(s,,,(d)) lifts, for 
every d. (This is well known and also follows from the bottom exact sequence in 
Lemma 3.1 since M(g),_, =O.) Corollary 3.2 says that if g is arithmetically 
Buchsbaum, then FL’ lifts. 
Note, conversely, that if every FeH’(4, VOH(d)) lifts, for every d, then g is 
arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. It is thus natural to ask: does the ‘partial ’ lifting 
in Corollary 3.2 characterize arithmetically Buchsbaum curves? 
It turns out that this is not quite the case and we now turn our attention to this 
question. 
Let g c P” be a curve and let U c St be the open set of linear forms not vanishing 
on any component of %. Let Lo, L, E U, with Ho, H, the corresponding hyper- 
planes. Then Lemma 3.1 says that Ker @(L,)=Ker @(L,) if and only if for all 
d we have that L’,F lifts for all FE H”(S vnH,,(d)) and L;G lifts for all GE 
H’(&nH,(d)). 
We thus have this lifting property for all H meeting E? properly and L E U, if and 
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only if the subspace Ker o(L) CM(~) is independent of L for all L E U. We shall 
return to the lifting property and Corollary 3.2 shortly, but to answer the question 
of Remark 3.3 we now replace the lifting property by the property: “Ker Q(L) is 
independent of L for all L E U”. 
Since all linear forms behave the same way on M(g) (namely trivially) if @? is 
arithmetically Buchsbaum, we are motivated to ask whether the independence of 
Ker Q(L) from L for L E CJ implies that Ker G(L) is, in fact, independent of L for 
all L ES,. There is a simple counterexample. 
Example 3.4. Let %‘= Y U ,I be the disjoint union, in Ip3, of a twisted cubic Y and 
a line ,I. Using standard techniques one can show that dim M(@)o = 1; dim M(E), = 
2; dim M(E), = 0 for all k # 0, 1. Clearly Qd : S, --t Hom(M( VQ,, A4( ??)(,, t) is trivia1 
for all d#O. If d=O and L does not vanish on /I, then &,(L) is injective, since the 
corresponding hyperplane meets @? in four non-collinear points so Iz’(~~,, H (1)) = 0. 
Thus Ker Q(L) is independent of L for L E U. However, if L vanishes on A we get 
from [19, Proposition 2.41 that rk @J(L) = 0 and so Ker o(L) changes. 
The correct replacement for the lifting property thus seems to be the condition: 
Ker Q(L) is independent of L for all L ES,. However, this still does not imply that 
V is arithmetically Buchsbaum. For example, C. Ciliberto has studied curves g for 
which Q,(L) is injective for all L ES,, and for all d (except, naturally, for 
d= max{n 1 M(g), #O}). We now give two small additional conditions, each of 
which, when taken together with the independence of Ker Q(L) from L ES,, implies 
that V is arithmetically Buchsbaum. 
Proposition 3.5. Let VC P?” be a curve and assume that Ker Q(L) is independent of 
L for all L E S, Then 
e is arithmetically Buchsbaum H for every x E M(g) there 
are Lo, L, in S,, Lo# L,, such that Q(L,)(x) = @(L,)(x). 
Proof. If % is arithmetically Buchsbaum, then the second condition is trivial. For 
the converse, let XEM(W) and say @(L,)(x)=@(L,)(x). Then XE Ker @(Lo- L,). 
Since the kernel is independent of L for all L ES,, XE Ker Q(L) for all L E S1. 
Therefore, W is arithmetically Buchsbaum. cl 
Proposition 3.6. Let 6’~ P” be a curve. Then 
e is arithmetically Buchsbaum H Ker Q(L) is independent 
of L for all L ES, and this property is preserved under 
liaison. 
Proof. Again, if %Z is arithmetically Buchsbaum this is trivial. 
For the converse, note that the property is automatically preserved under even 
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liaison. It is only under odd liaison, when we look at the dual module, that this has 
new content. (Shifts do not affect this property.) As before, it is enough to look at 
the degree d part, for ali d. 
Suppose dim M(E& =p and dim M(‘FZ),+, = q. Then for all L ES,, Gd(L) is 
(after choosing a basis) a qxp matrix. We shall show that if the Gd(L) are not all 
zero and yet all have the same kernel, then their transposes cannot all have the same 
kernel. We need the fact that two matrices of the same size have the same kernel 
if and only if they have the same reduced row echelon form. 
Choose a basis m ,, . . . , mj for the common kernel of all Gd(L) and complete it to 
a basis for M( Qd. Choose any basis for M( Q,+ 1. Let L = aoX + ... + a, X, E S1. 
Then the matrix for Qd(L), in terms of this basis, is of the form: 
P 
where AL is a q x (p - i) matrix whose entries are linear forms in the a; (or 0) and 
each column of AL does not consist of only zeroes. In fact, A, represents an injec- 
tive transformation, for all L ES,, by our choice of basis. 
Now, when we take the transpose, the i rows of zeroes do not contribute to the 
reduced row echelon form of Gd(L)( (for any given L ES,). In fact, Ker Gd(L)’ = 
Ker(A,)’ for all L E S, (thinking of A’, as a transformation from M(g),*+, to a 
subspace of M(g),*). Therefore, it is enough to ask whether the (AL)’ can all have 
the same kernel. 
Suppose they do. Then choosing suitable bases we can again write 
. 
However, since A, is injective, B, is a square matrix of linear forms in the a,. But 
now any choice of a,, . . . , a,, satisfying det(B,) = 0 gives a matrix (AL)’ which fails 
to have maximal rank. Hence A, fails to be injective. Contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let ?5’ and E?’ be oddly linked irreducible curves. IL for every hyper- 
plane H, the lifting property of Corollary 3.2 holds for both ~$7 and S’, then Q and 
W are arithmetically Buchsbaum. 0 
Corollary 3.2 has some important consequences. 
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Notation 3.8. For any ideal I, U(Z) = min{d 1 WE I, deg F= d}, /I(Z) = min{d / Id 
contains a regular sequence of length = height (Z)}, and for any scheme V, a(V) = 
cx(Z,,), p(V) = j?(ZV). For any graded S-module M of finite length we use diameter 
of M, written diamA4, as the number of components from the first non-zero one 
to the last (inclusive). 
Corollary 3.9. Let @ be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in P” with a = u(V), 
/I = /I( u/). Let H be a general hyperplane. Then 
(a) a-15a(gnH)ic-w. 
(b) cx(V’nH)=c-w-1 ifand only ifM(Q.z#O, (and then h”(SVnf,(a-l))= 
dimM(V),_2). 
(c) M(W),=Ofor all iso-3. 
(d) Zf FL P3, then dim M(V); I +a(@‘). 
(e) P(gfl H)<f3(V)i/?(P’n H)+ 1. 
Proof. Corollary 3.2 can be interpreted as saying: 
If hO(.Yvnl,(d)) # 0, then h”(.q,(d+ 1)) # 0 for any d. 
This implies the first inequality of (a). The second is evident. 
For (b), consider the exact sequence 
0- H”(X,(a-2)) - H”(S,(cr- 1)) 4 H”(S, nH(o- 1)) 
--M(E), 2 I-M(V), ,. 
For (c), consider any smaller twist of the last exact sequence and recall that 
a(gn H)rcx- 1. 
(d) is a simple corollary of Theorem 1.7. 
Turning to the first inequality of (e), let F,, . . . , F,,+, form a regular sequence in 
H’(Z,( /3)). Choose L $ Ass(F,, . . . , F,,_ ,). Hence (F,, . . . , F,_ ,, L) form a regular 
sequence in any order. Consequently, (F,, . . . , F,, _,) form a regular sequence in 
(L, Z, )1(L). But (L,Z, )/(L)CZ,n,,, so we have a regular sequence in ZV,oH of 
forms of degree p. 
The second inequality in (e) follows from Corollary 3.2. Let x=/3(E?fl H) and 
choose a regular sequence F,, . . . . F,, , in HU(.YrnH(x)). If L,, . . . . L,,_, are suffi- 
ciently general linear forms, then it is a standard fact that F, L,, . . . , F,, , L,,_, also 
form a regular sequence. By Corollary 3.2, F, L,, . . . , F,,_, L,,_, lift to a regular 
sequence in H”(,~,(x+ 1)) (since the restrictions form a regular sequence). Thus, 
x+ 12P(V). 1 
Corollary 3.10. Let Yn be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in P”, Nits Buchsbaum 
in variant. 
(a) Zf Y/C P’, then no curve in the liaison class of V has non-zero Hartshorne- 
Rao module in degree 5 2N - 3. 
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(b) If diam M(g) L 3, then no curve in the liaison class of YZ has maximal rank 
(see below for the definition of maximal rank). 
Proof. By Amasaki’s result (Theorem 1.7), (x>2N for every curve in this liaison 
class. Then (a) follows from Corollary 3.9(c). 
For (b), recall that a curve g is said to have maximal rank if the natural restric- 
tion map I@(@,,!(d)) + HO(flg(d)) is of maximal rank for every integer d. 
(Equivalently, for each d either H0(9, (d)) = 0 or M( VZ), = 0.) Since by definition 
@(~Z~,(cr)) #O, Corollary 3.9(c) says that a maximal rank curve can have at most 
M(g),_, and IV(~)~_~ non-zero. 0 
Remark 3.11. (1) For arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curves it is well known that 
cr(gn H) = a(@?), /3(gn H) = p(g). Corollary 3.9(a) and (e) provide a generaliza- 
tion of this fact. 
(2) For arithmetically Buchsbaum curves in Ip 3, Corollary 3.10(a) gives the left- 
most (‘minimal’) possible shift of the corresponding Hartshorne-Rao module. 
Using liaison addition [24] it is shown in [3] that in every Buchsbaum liaison class 
there are curves which attain this shift. Furthermore, at least in the case of 
Hartshorne-Rao modules of diameter 1 (in [2]) or 2 (in [3]), any such curve is also 
minimal in its class with respect to degree (and hence there is only one possible 
degree for curves in that shift). We will call such curves minimal curves. 
(3) One may ask how common the condition M(@cr_Z #O is. (See Corollary 
3.9(b)). Starting with the minimal curves described in (2), one can apply basic 
double linkages to produce a curve % satisfying this property for each Buchsbaum 
(non-arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay) liaison class and in each possible shift of the 
corresponding Hartshorne-Rao module. (This is the main idea of [2, Theorem 
2.lWl.) 
(4) In the case of curves in Ip3, Corollary 3.10(b) was conjectured much earlier 
by the second author, and says that maximal rank Buchsbaum curves are severely 
restricted. In some sense [2] and [3] complete the classification of these curves. 
(5) Corollary 3.9(c) also allows us to reprove a result in [21], namely, every arith- 
metically Buchsbaum curve in P3, other than 2 skew lines, is connected. 
To see this, suppose ?Z is disconnected, and so h”(GF,)z2. By the usual restric- 
tion exact sequence we get dim M( %),,z 1. Hence ~12, and, in fact, a = 2 since 
M(K) # 0 and so g is not a plane curve. Since g is arithmetically Buchsbaum we 
may use Amasaki’s result (Theorem 1.7) to conclude that N= C dim M(g); = 1. 
Thus g is in the liaison class of two skew lines. But M(g) occurs in the leftmost 
possible shift (Corollary 3.10(a)) so by [2, Proposition 2.61 deg g=2. But the only 
disconnected curve of degree two is the disjoint union of two lines. 
We now turn to one of the central questions of the paper: how to find an upper 
bound for the degrees in a minimal generating set of the ideal of an arithmetically 
Buchsbaum curve. Our basic result actually holds in Ip” but, in order to effectively 
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apply it, we shall have to restrict ourselves (in subsequent sections) to fP3. 
To begin, let E? be any curve in Ip”, let L ES, and let H be the corresponding 
hyperplane. 
Lemma 3.12. Let d>O. If M(E$_, =0 and IpnN (in H= P-l) has no minimal 
generator in degree d + 1, then ZW has no minimal generator in degree d + 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let L =X0 (we can then take the coordinate ring 
of H=P”-’ to be k[Xr,..., X,]). Recall the exact sequence: 
0- (ZY’)d ~(Z~)d+,it(ZY’nH)il+,‘M(~)d~M(~)d+,. 
The condition ‘M(‘$Qd_ r = 0’ implies that (ZW)d A (IV o N)d is a surjection (*). Let 
FE (ZV)d+, . We shall show that F is not a minimal generator of I,. Consider 
r(F) E (ZqnH)d+I. Since ZwoH has no minimal generator in degree d-t 1, we can 
write 
r(F) = t X,G;, G, E tz,nH)d. 
i= I 
But by (*), each G; can be written as G, =r(F,) for some F, E (ZV)n’. So 
r ,c,X;fi =,clX,G,=r(F). 
( > 
Then F- C:= I X, Fj E Ker r, in degree d + 1, so F- C:‘, X, F; =X& for some F, E 
(IV&; that is, F= C:=, X,F,. 0 
Corollary 3.13. Let A be any number such that 
(i) Zwn H is generated in degree % /1; 
(ii) M(g),=0 for all v>A-I. 
Then I, is generated in degree 5 A. 0 
Now, let t be the smallest integer such that h’(S_ rnH(t))=O. Note that from the 
exact sequence 
O-(Z,,,),-k[X,,...,X,],-H’(~,.,(t))-H’(9,.,(f))-O 
we have that t is also the smallest integer such that H( %fl H, t) = deg g. It is well 
known (see e.g. [ 10, Proposition 1.1(3)]) that Zen H is generated in degree I t + 1. 
Theorem 3.14. Let g be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in P” and let t be the 
least integer such that h’(9,nH (t)) = 0. Then I, is generated in degree 5 t + 1. 
I Proof. We know that h (3,.,+(v))=O for all vz t. (From the exact sequence 
above this follows from the fact that H(‘tYn H, s) is non-decreasing for s E z.) Now, 
returning to the exact sequence 
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we have that o,(L) is surjective for all v2 t. But G,(L) is zero for all L and all v, 
so M(g),, = 0 for all v 2 1. Now, let ,I = t + 1 and apply Corollary 3.13. 0 
Remark 3.15. (1) In the case of curves in P3, Corollary 3.13 gives the following 
result: If h2(.$Jq((A - 2))=0 and h’(4c(v))=0 for all v>A - 1, then I, is generated 
in degree 5 A. (This is reminiscent of Castelnuovo-Mumford; it is of course more 
restricted, but it gives more than just “S,(A) is generated by global sections”.) 
To see this, we have to show that h’(Cg,nH (A - l))=O. This follows from the 
exact sequence 
and the above hypotheses. 
(2) The statement of Theorem 3.14 is similar to a result of [26], and it is worth- 
while to comment on the differences. Namely, [26, Corollary 1. l] appears to give 
the same statement (but for arbitrary dimension!) as Theorem 3.14. However, they 
define t to be the smallest integer such that deg 1/- 1 s t. codim I/ (for V arithmeti- 
cally Buchsbaum of arbitrary dimension but reduced, irreducible and non-degener- 
ate). In the case of curves this is, in general, much larger than the t we have used 
here. Notice also that although Theorem 3.14 only holds for curves, we make no 
assumptions about reduced, irreducible or non-degenerate. 
However, after receiving a preliminary version of this paper, W. Vogel and (inde- 
pendently) E. Ballico were kind enough to inform us that although the statement of 
[26, Corollary 1. l] is weaker than our Theorem 3.14 (if one considers only the genera- 
tion of the ideal of a curve), our theorem could be deduced from [26, Lemma 21. 
Another similar definition appears in [18], where the authors define t to be the 
smallest integer such that (i) h’(9,(t))=O and (ii) h1(9,(t - l))=O, where 2 is a 
finite set of points in general position in P” and U ranges over all subsets of 
s- (n - 1) points of Z. In fact it can be shown that (ii) implies (i). For our purposes, 
though, we merely remark that this definition motivated ours (although eliminating 
(ii) and the ‘general position’ assumption removes the need to consider reduced, 
irreducible, non-degenerate curves) and that Theorem 3.14 essentially answers the 
problem posed at the end of [18] for the case of curves. 
(3) One can ask to what extent Theorem 3.14 is sharp. We shall now sketch a 
proof that in any Buchsbaum liaison class in P3 and for any ‘allowable * shift of the 
corresponding Hartshorne-Rao module (that is, any shift which is actually the 
Hartshorne-Rao module of some curve) there is a curve ‘in’ that shift for which 
Theorem 3.14 is sharp. Namely, we shall show that for any curve lying on a surface 
of Amasaki’s minimal degree 2N (cf. Theorem 1.7), Theorem 3.14 is sharp. (By 
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using basic double links (Remark 1.4) and the fact that ‘minimal’ curves in the sense 
of Remark 3.11(2) lie on surfaces of degree 2N, we can get such a curve for each 
shift.) 
Suppose that the components of the Hartshorne-Rao module have dimension 
n,, . . ..n. (n, #O, n,+O) and N= 1 n,. Let g be a curve in this liaison class whose 
Hartshorne-Rao module is shifted h places to the right of the minimal shift (where 
h = 0). Assume % lies on a surface of degree 2N. Using [3, Corollary 2.51 it is pos- 
sible to show that h2(9,(2N+h + r-4))=0 and similarly for all higher twists. 
Now, we have the usual exact sequence (carried farther to the right) 
. . . 
-“(g)2N+h+,.~4 
~H’(4,nH(2N+h+r-3))---t0. 
Since the minimal shift begins in degree 2N- 2 (Corollary 3.10(a)), one checks that 
dimM(@2fi+h+rP3=nr#0. Hence h’(9,~,,(2N+h+r-3))fO and !z’(#,~,,(~N+ 
12 + r- 2)) = 0, so t = 2N+ h + r- 2, and I, is generated in degree I 2N-t h + r - 1. 
Now we claim that there must in fact be a minimal generator of this degree. 
If not, it would be possible to perform a link on g using surfaces of degrees 2N 
and 2N+ h + r- 2, which would result in a residual curve E’ whose Hartshorne- 
Rao module is shifted farther to the left than is allowed by Corollary 3.10(a): 
dimM(g’),,_,=n,#O. 
We do not know if the property of lying on a surface of degree 2N characterizes 
those curves for which Theorem 3.14 is sharp. 
(4) We received a preprint of Trung and Valla in which they refer to a prior result 
of Trung which gives a bound for the degrees of the generators of the ideal of an 
arithmetically Buchsbaum scheme in P” in terms of, what they call, its ‘reduction 
exponent’. It can be shown, using Corollary 2.3 and the proof of Theorem 3.14 that 
for arithmetically Buchsbaum curves the bound of Theorem 3.14 agrees with theirs. 
4. The Hilhert function of a hyperplane section of a Buchsbaum curve in P3 
In this section we first review some facts about the Hilbert function of points 
(more generally zero-dimensional subschemes, briefly zero-schemes) in P2, in- 
cluding the case when the points are the hyperplane section of an irreducible curve. 
We then consider the hyperplane section of an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in 
P3 (not necessarily reduced or irreducible). We investigate its Hilbert function and 
draw some conclusions about the curve itself. 
Let Z be a zero scheme in P2, H(Z, n) its Hilbert function, AH(Z, n) the first dif- 
ference function, as before. Let a = a(Z), b =p(Z), d= deg Z, and t = the least 
integer such that H(Z, t) = d (see remarks preceding Theorem 3.14). Consider the 
graph of AH : Z>” -+ Z. We recall the following facts: 
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Theorem 4.1. 
(a) AH(Z,O)=l, AH(Z,n)=n+l for n~a-1, AH(Z,~)=(~+I)-II~(.~~(U)). 
(b) AH(.Z, n) is non-increasing for n >a- 1 and strictly decreasing for b - 1 I 
nl t- 1. AH(Z,n)zO for all n [7, Proposition 3.91. 
(c) AH(Z, n) = 0 for n 1 t + 1, AH(Z, 1) # 0. 
(d) The ‘integral’ of AH, C (AH(Z, n)), is deg Z. 
(e) Suppose Z is the complete intersection of curves of degree a and 6. Then 
AH(Z,n) =a for a-l <rts b-l, and AH(Z,n) decreases with slope -1 (i.e. 
A*H(Z,n)= -1) for bin< tfl [7]. In particular, AH is symmetric and AH(Z, t)=l. 
(f) Let Z be reduced and suppose Z has the Hilbert function of a complete inter- 
section (e). Suppose that for all PE Z, AH(Z \ P, n) = AH(Z, n) for n f t and 
AH(Z \ P, t) = 0. Then Z actually is a complete intersection. ([8, Theorem 51. This 
can be re-phrased for Z non-reduced - cf. [9].) 
(g) Assume Z is reduced. Let H(n) be the truncation of H(Z, n) at s; i.e., H(n) = 
min{H(Z, n),s} for every n. (Note then that for some no, AH(n) = AH(Z, n) for 
n < no and AH(n) = 0 for n > no.) Then there is a subset W c Z for which AH( W, n) = 
AH(n) for all n [ll, Theorem 2.51. 
(h) Assume Z = E 17 H is a general hyperplune section of a reduced, irreducible 
curve 5!?‘. Let W be any subset of Z consisting of s points. Then H(W, n) = 
min(H(Z, n),s), i.e. H(W n) is the truncation of H(Z, n) at s [15, Lemma 3.41. 
(i) Let Z be reduced and let W be a collection of 1 s + 1 collinear points, 
with Z fl W = 0. Assume that H(Z,s - 1) = #Z (= H(Z, s)). Then H(ZU W, n) = 
H(W,n)+H(Z,n-1) for n<s and H(ZU W,n)=H(W,n)+H(Z,n) for nrs [ll, 
Corollary 2.8, special case]. 
(j) If % is reduced and irreducible and Z = %’ fl H is a general hyperplane section, 
then AH(Z, n) is strictly decreasing from the point where it first starts decreasing 
until it reaches 0. (Follows from [15, Lemma 3.41 and [6, 2.71.) 
(k) Let Z be reduced, I the ideal of Z. If the forms of degree d in I have greatest 
common divisor H, of degree h, and h = AH(Z, d), then there is a subset Z’CZ, 
lying on the curve defined by H, satisfying: AH(Z’, -) is the truncation of AH(Z, -) 
at h. Moreover, if W=Z\Z’, then AH(Z,n)=AH(W,n- h)+AH(Z’, n). (This is 
part of [6, 2.71.) 0 
We begin with a well-known result about the ideal of Z in degree a+ 1. This has 
a corollary about arithmetically Buchsbaum curves in P3. 
Proposition 4.2. Zf hO(gz(a)) = d, where a = a(Z), then h”(SZ (a + 1)) 2 2d + 1. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1(a) we have AH(Z, a) =a+ 1 -d and from Theorem 
4.1(b) we have AH(Z,a+ l)<a+ 1 -d. The result then follows from the fact that 
AH(Z,a+l)=(a+2)-h’($,(a+l))+d. 3 
Corollary 4.3. Let g be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in Ip3, Q = CY( %). Then 
dimM(%),_,=d + h”(<~,(cz))z2d+ 1. 
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Proof. If d= 0 this is trivial, so assume d>O. The content of Theorem 4.1(b) in this 
situation is really that 2d-t 1 is a lower bound for the subspace W of H”(#z((a)) 
spanned by H’(gz(a)) by taking linear combinations with linear forms. Hence if 
F,, . . . . Fd is a basis for H’(#z(a)), we can find linearly independent elements 
GI*...,G,,I+, in W, where each G, is of the form L,F,, Lj a linear form and 
l_=i52d+l, 15jrd. 
In our situation, Z= E tl H, a = (x - 1, and h”(,Yz(a)) = d (Corollary 3.3(b)). We 
know from Corollary 3.2 that each G, lifts, clearly to distinct elements G, E 
H’(.~,(cI)). But the G, must in fact be linearly independent since the G, are. 0 
Remark 4.4. If diam M(g) = 1 (and at least for some curves with diam A4( E’) = 2, 
e.g. minimal curves), then it is the case that 
dimM(g),_z =d>O cs h0(.9,(a))r3d+l. 
The minimal curve calculation in the latter case will appear in [3]. The case of 
diam M(g) = 1 follows from work in [2], and we will sketch the proof. 
If diamM(V?)= 1, the dimension is correct for minimal curves [2, Proposition 
2.61. Furthermore, if the dimension is correct for a curve E”, consider a basic double 
link Y of g (Remark 1.4). Its ideal is H. IV +(F), so we will have hO(Sr(cr(Y)))r 
3d+l if and only if degFrdeg H+a(@. That is, if and only if a(Y)=a(%)+deg H. 
But this means dim M(Y),C,,_2=d since deg H is also the shift taking M(K) to 
A4(Y). So among basic double links (or sequences thereof) beginning with a minimal 
curve, the statement is true. But in this liaison class any minimal curve V does not 
lie on a surface of degree e(V) + 3 [2, Proposition 2.61 so [17] can be applied. This 
says in particular that to prove our statement in this liaison class we need only con- 
sider sequences of basic double links, so we are done. 
It would be interesting to know if the inequality h’(#,(a)) 2 3d-t 1 is true when- 
ever M( %),..2 = d (thus greatly strengthening Corollary 4.3). 
In the next section we shall combine Theorem 3.14 with the facts about Hilbert 
functions of zero-schemes in Ip2 to find bounds for the degrees in a minimal gener- 
ating set of the ideal of an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve. Clearly it would be 
useful to find stronger conditions than those listed in Theorem 4.1 for the case when 
the zero-scheme is the hyperplane section of an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve. 
Proposition 4.5. Suppose Z is the general hyperplane section of a reduced irreducible 
curve g in Tp3 of degree d. If Z has the Hilbert function of a complete intersection, 
then Z is a complete intersection. 
Proof. Choose any PE Z and let W= Z \P. Recalling Theorem 4.1(e), we have 
from Theorem 4.1(h) (where s= d- 1) that Z satisfies the condition of Theorem 
4.1(f) and so is a complete intersection. 3 
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Remark 4.6. Proposition 4.5 is no longer true if we remove the ‘irreducible’ 
assumption, even if we replace it with ‘connected’ or ‘arithmetically Buchsbaum’ 
(the latter being a stronger condition - cf. Remark 3.11(5)). For instance, consider 
a basic double link Y as in Remark 1.4, where g = two skew lines, deg F= 4 and 
deg H= 1. Then Z consists of four collinear points and two other points - not a 
complete intersection, but AH is the sequence (beginning with n = 0) 12 2 10 0 . . . , 
which, by Theorem 4.1(e), is that of a complete intersection. Note that this curve 
does not lie on a quadratic surface, being the union of a plane quartic and two skew 
lines. 
We would be very interested to know under what conditions Proposition 4.5 
actually forces E? to be a complete intersection. If g lies on a smooth quadric surface 
and has even degree, then Z is always a complete intersection, but ‘6? of course need 
not be. So we are motivated to ask: If E? is reduced and irreducible and lies on no 
quadric surface, and if a general hyperplane section ?Z fl H is a complete inter- 
section, must E? be a complete intersection? 
For arithmetically Buchsbaum curves, at least in the case a(%‘) = cr(g fl H), the 
answer to this last question is yes, even without the hypothesis of reduced and 
irreducible. 
Proposition 4.1. Let g be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve lying on no quadric 
surface. Let Q n H be a general hyperplane section. Assume that a(g) = (x(g fl H) = cx 
(say) and that 67 n H is a complete intersection. Then g is a complete intersection. 
Proof. By Bezout we know that deg K? = deg( V? fl H) = cxb, where b =p( ‘$2 fl H). If 
we also have b=/3(9) then we are done, so assume that this is not the case. By 
Corollary 3.9(e), the only other possibility is p(g) = b+ 1. In this case we can per- 
form a link on E? using surfaces of degree cr and b + 1. The restriction to a general 
hyperplane has the graph of Fig. 1 (where the dotted line represents the complete 
intersection). 
Now the residual %” to 65 in the complete intersection is a curve with the property 
that AH(E’n H) has the graph of Fig. 2. Hence ‘??‘il H consists of (Y (not neces- 
sarily distinct) points on a line. 
If f?‘is a plane curve, then it is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, so the same holds 
b-l atb-1 atb 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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for E”. Hence p( %‘) =p( P n H) = b and we are done. If y/’ is not a plane curve, then 
by the exact sequence 
we get dim M(V?‘), = 1. Thus by Corollary 3. IO(a), N= C dimM(E”); = 1, and %” 
lies in the leftmost possible shift. But by [2] this implies that deg g’=2, contra- 
dicting our observation that deg(W’fl H) = a>2. 3 
In the case of reduced and irreducible arithmetically Buchsbaum curves, this type 
of reasoning can also yield an improvement of Corollary 3.9(c). Namely, 
Proposition 4.8. Let F be a reduced and irreducible arithmetically Buchsbaum 
curve in P’. Then M(g),,=0 for nsp-3 (where/3=P(F)). 
Proof. This follows from Remark 2.6(2) and work above. If M(@,_z ~0, we 
have, from Corollary 4.3 and the irreducibility of V, that cw=p. So, this is just 
Corollary 3.9(c). So, we may as well assume that M(V),_, = 0. This gives a(g) = 
(x( V rl H) = (Y (say), by Corollary 3.9(b). 
Since y/ is reduced and irreducible, there is an irreducible form in r-I”(,~,(cw)) 
and the same is true for HO(.gY of,(~)). Since /?(u/fl H) occurs the first time there 
is a new generator for I,,,H we have p(E’nn)=min{n 1 AH(gnH)<a}. Simi- 
larly, p(PnH)<p(K’)=min{n 1 A2H(V,~)<cx}~p(u/nN)+1 (the latter by Cor- 
ollary 3.9(e)). But Remark 2.6(2) gives 
A’H(??,t+l)=Arn(~),+AH(KnH,t+l) for any t. 
Thus, for t 5 p( y% n c-i) - 2, Am(K), = 0. SO, m( %),, = 0 for n 5 p( y;? n H) - 2. But 
p(g) is at most p( V fl H) + 1, and so the result follows. :J 
Now let us consider the other extreme: suppose K is an arithmetically Buchsbaum 
curve in Ip’ whose hyperplane section 2 has Hilbert function 
13 6 . . . (n0;+j (nn;2) =s.ss . . . . 
That is, AH(Z, n) = n + 1 for n 5 n,, and AH(Z, n) = 0 for n > n,, . 
Proposition 4.9. With the hypotheses above, C is arithmetically Cohen-Mucauluy. 
Proof. By hypothesis, a(Z) = n,+ 1, so (x(V) is either no+ 1 or n,, + 2 (Corollary 
3.9(a)) so M(V), = 0 for is no - 2 (Coroll ary 3.9(c)). Furthermore, the least integer, 
t, such that H(Z, t) =s is n, so M(W); = 0 for izn, (from the proof of Theorem 
3.14). This means that the only component of M(g) which could be non-zero is 
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M( ??),,,- r, and this can happen only if (x(e) = no + 1 (again Corollary 3.9(c)). But 
then a(@=a(Z) and so M(Q_,#O. This contradiction establishes the result. 3 
We now give a strengthening of Theorem 1.10(b). 
Proposition 4.10. Let Y be a reduced space curve of degree m and let Z= H, n Y 
be a general hyperplane section. Let t be the least integer such that H(Z, t) = deg Z 
and let D c H be a reduced plane curve of degree d L t f 2. Let %V = Y U D. If there 
is a point P E Y 0 H such that P$ D, then g is not arithmetically Buchsbaum. 
Proof. The hyperplane containing Z meets g in Z U W, where W consists of d L 
t +2 collinear points. Theorem 4.1(i) gives 
AH(ZU W,n) = 
AH(W,n)+AH(Z,n-1), nlt+l, 
AH( W, n) + AH(Z, n), n>t+l. 
That is, the graph of AH(Z U W, n) looks as indicated in Fig. 3. 
(If one moves the axes one unit up and one unit to the right one has AH(Z, n).) 
In particular, AH(Z U W, d) = 0. 
Now, as before, consider PE Y fl H such that P$ D and take a general hyperplane 
through P. This cuts V? in a collection, X, of points with d-t 1 of them collinear. 
But then AH(X, d) # 0, so again different hyperplane sections have different Hilbert 
functions and g is not arithmetically Buchsbaum. q 
Remark 4.11. It seems highly probable that Proposition 4.10 should be true even 
without the ‘reduced’ hypothesis for g and D (rephrasing “If there is a point P...” 
in a suitable way). The principal obstruction to proving it seems to be finding the 
right generalization of the last paragraph of the proof. 
5. Bounding the generators of a Buchsbaum space curve 
Throughout this section we assume that W is an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve 
in Ip3 and we continue to reserve the letter ‘t’ for the least integer satisfying 
Fig. 3 
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AN(Hfl g, t) = 0. We then combine the ideas of the preceding section with Theorem 
3.14 to find bounds for the degrees in a minimal generating set of IV. We distinguish 
the cases A4(Qpz#0 and M(?Z),_,=O because of Corollary 3.9 (cx=cr(@?)) and 
we shall consider reduced, irreducible curves as a special case. 
Our results in this section can be thought of as ‘Castelnuovo bounds’ on the 
degrees of generators for IV,. This is because these bounds are obtained by a careful 
analysis of the postulation of the points in a general hyperplane section of an arith- 
metically Buchsbaum curve EZ. Our principal tools are: liaison; the theorem of 
Amasaki (Theorem 1.7); general theorems we have discovered relating some of the 
numerical invariants of an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve and the points of its 
general hyperplane section (Corollary 3.9); quite general facts about points which 
are the hyperplane section of a reduced and irreducible curve (Theorem 4.1). 
Let (Y=@(E). By Corollary 3.9, cr-lsn(gnH)5a. Furthermore, cx-l=cr(WnH) 
if and only if M(g),-,#O, in which case h”(9,nH(cw-1))=dimM(~),_,. Also, 
dim M(E’),_,=m (say) <+cr. We thus have the picture of AH(gfl H, -) given in 
Fig. 4. 
In the second case we know that at least AH( g fl H, (x) # 0 (unless K is arithmeti- 
cally Cohen-Macaulay and we are in the situation of Proposition 4.9). An im- 
mediate conclusion is 
Lemma 5.1. Let g be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in P’, cr=~(y%). 
(a) If dimM(E),~,=m>O, then deg g?(“;)+(a-m)r(:)++c-w. 
(b) ZfdimM(@,m2=0, then deg g?(E-(:‘). 
Proof. We merely recall that 1 + ... + ((r - 1) = (;). 0 
Remark 5.2. The bounds of the lemma seem very special, so it is, perhaps, worth- 
while to remark on those times the bounds are actually attained. So suppose g is an 
arithmetically Buchsbaum curve for which deg ‘@ = (2) + (a - rn), i.e. AH( g fl H, n) 
corresponds to the first graph in Fig. 4 up to degree cy- 1, and is zero from 
then on. By reasoning similar to Proposition 4.9, note that diamM(g) = 1 and 
dim M( Q_z = m. We produce a sequence of curves, one for each shift of this 
Hartshorne-Rao module, for which this degree is actually attained. Namely, first 
let gc1 be a minimal curve, so a = 2m, deg 6? = 2m2 and dim M(V),,,,-2 = m (cf. [2]). 
n-2 o-1 a cc-1 a 
M(C),_Z * 0 M(G)a_2 = 0 
Fig. 4. 
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One quickly checks that V& satisfies the desired property. Now perform a sequence 
of basic double links (cf. Remark 1.4) to produce gj (i z 2) by using h = 1 in each 
caseandfi=2n+1,f2=2n+2, etc. Since [(;)+a-m]+a+l=(“i’)+(a+l)-m, 
we are done. 
Note that, by Proposition 4.9, Lemma 5.1(b) is sharp only for some (special) 
arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curves. 
Theorem 5.3. Let f? be an arithmetically Buchsbaum curve in P3. If dim M(g),_2 = 
m 2 0, then IV is generated in degree I deg F? - (;) f m. 
Proof. If H is a general hyperplane, we know AH(g fl H, n) for n 5 a - 1 (Fig. 4). 
Then the farthest that AH(E’n H, n) can extend to the right will occur if 
AH(fznH,n)=l for crSn%t. The number of such l’s is deg g-[(;)+a-m]. Then 
by Theorem 3.14 IV is generated in degree 5 t+l =(a- l)+deg g- [(;)+a-ml+ 1= 
deg g-(T)+m as claimed. 0 
This is the most general theorem, assuming only that g is arithmetically 
Buchsbaum. In Section 6 we shall discuss extremal curves. We now add the 
assumption that 8 is reduced and irreducible to strengthen the bound. Let N= 
1 dim M(g),, as usual, and let r= diam M(g) with n,#O being the dimension of 
the last non-zero component of M(g). 
Theorem 5.4. Let f? be a reduced and irreducible arithmetically Buchsbaum curve 
in P’ with a = a( ‘67). Suppose dim M( @,_z = m 2 1. Then 
(a) Z, is generuted in degrees 5 2(a- N); 
(b) (:)+a-msdeg Y;<02-2N2-m(a-2N)-N+n,. 
Proof. For (a) we again want to know how far to the right c can occur. First note 
that by Corollary 4.3, h0(9,(cr))r 2m + 1 L 2. Using the irreducibility hypothesis 
we can perform a link using two surfaces of degree cr. Let ‘8’ be the resulting curve. 
As in Corollary 3.9(e), this implies that for a general hyperplane H we have a corres- 
ponding link between ?? n Hand g’fl H using two curves of degree a. As in Propo- 
sition 4.7, we can determine the graph of AH(f?‘n H,n) from that of the complete 
intersection and AH(%? fl H, n). The main idea of the proof, then, is to apply our 
knowledge of the ‘smallest’ possible graph of AH(67’f-I H, n) to determine the 
‘largest’ possible AH( EY fI H, n). 
W is again arithmetically Buchsbaum and has the same invariant N. Hence 
a(6’nH)?2N-1 and if a(??‘IH)=2N-1, then AH(Y”“fIH,2N-1)=2N-n,.. 
If not, then of course AH(g’fl H, 2N- 1) = 2N. Thus the largest possible graph for 
AH( f? fl H, n) is given in Fig. 5, where again the dotted line represents the complete 
intersection. 
It follows that t ~2a - 2N- 1 and ZV is generated in degree 5 2(cw - N). 
For (b) the lower bound is Lemma 5.1. For the upper bound, note that (a - m) - 
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n,.> (2a - 2N- 1) - (cr - I), so it is, at least in principle, possible for AH(g n H, n) 
to decrease with ‘slope’ equal to - 1 from n = (Y - 1 to n = 2((r - N- 1). In that case 
we get 
deg~‘I(~)+(a-m)+(a-nr-I)+..-+(2N-n?+I)+n, 
=(;)+[(~-2N)/2][n+2N-2rn+l]+n, 
= &2N”-~(a-2N)-N+n,.. 0 
Remark 5.5. (1) The bound for generators in (a) is rather strong, but it can be 
strengthened still further if deg g is much smaller than the upper bound in (b) since 
this limits how far we can ‘spread out’ the graph of AH( E? fl H, n). Of course, this 
means that AH(@?‘n H, n) grows correspondingly. 
(2) Note also that if 6? is reduced and irreducible with /vJ(E),~,#O, the link 
using two surfaces of degree cz produces a residual curve K’whose leftmost non-zero 
component of M( g’) occurs in degree Q - r - I. Hence (x 2 2N+ r- I, and equality 
occurs if and only if y/’ is in the leftmost shift allowed (Corollary 3.10). It follows 
that if ar2iV+r, then M(%‘)21V_1=0 and so h0(,9’VJnH(2N-l))=0. This im- 
proves the bound of (a) by 1 and the bound of (b) by n,.. 
Continuing with reduced and irreducible Buchsbaum curves in lP3, we now con- 
sider the case M(Y%),_?=O (so a(F’nH)=a(%‘)). If cr(V)=p(E’), then we get 
exactly the statement of Theorem 5.4, with m = 0. So the interesting case is a(%‘) < 
p(g). One condition which forces this is deg %‘>a’- 2N’- N+ nrr since this is the 
largest degree allowed for W inside a complete intersection of two forms of degree Q. 
Theorem 5.6. Let g be a reduced, irreducible crrithmetically Buchsbaum curve in 
P’. Assume that cx(g)<p(V’). Then 
(a) I, is generated in degrees 5 (Y + /I ~ 2 N; 
(b) @-(“l’)<deg %sap-2N’-N+n,. 
Proof. We first perform a link using surfaces of degree D(P) and p(g) to obtain 
a curve G”, and we take a general hyperplane section. (a) is proved just as in 
Theorem 5.4. 
Let fl=P(@. We have the graph given in Fig. 6. 
The idea for the upper bound of (b) is the same as in Theorem 5.4, except that 
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now AH(VZflH, n) can coincide with the graph of the complete intersection up to 
degree cz + p - 2N- 2, and then drop to n, in degree (x + j3 - 2N- 1. Notice that in 
this case the reasoning of Remark 5.2 gives that diam M(E) = 1, by considering 
AH(g’f7 H, n). Hence in general we would expect this bound to be far from sharp. 
For the lower bound of (b) we recall our observations of Proposition 4.8 - 
p( % fl H) = min {n / AH( E? (l H, n) < a} L p(g) - 1. Hence AH( ET fl H, n) must agree 
with the complete intersection up to degree p- 2, so the result follows. 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this section we describe curves which achieve the bound of Theorem 5.3. AS 
earlier we have a = cz( %‘), t = least integer such that AH(% n H, t) = deg 55’. The 
extremal curves have Hilbert function given by AH( E? fl H, n) which takes the value 
1 as soon as allowed by Corollary 3.9, i.e. beginning with n =(Y. That is, if 
dimM(Q,_z=m20, then 
AH(%fl H,n) = 
cx-m, n=cr-1, 
1, cxsnst, 
Our attack will use Proposition 4.10, and so we are forced to make some assump- 
tions about ‘reduced’ which prevent our giving a complete classification. 
If t = a, then an argument similar to that in Proposition 4.9 gives diam M(g) I 2. 
The three possibilities for diam M( ‘@, {0,1,2}, may occur; (of course 0 is only pos- 
sible in case m = 0). The real interest comes when t 2 a + 1, so at least AH( E fl H, 
t - 1) = AH( 6?n H, t) = 1. With this assumption on t we have: 
Lemma 6.1. @? is the union of a curve Y and a plane curve D of degree t + 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1(k), Efl H contains exactly one subset of t + 1 collinear 
points (up to multiplicity). This is true for every hyperplane H not containing a com- 
ponent of ‘8 since they all have the same Hilbert function (Lemma 1.9). This 
uniquely determines a line AH on every such hyperplane H, so there is at least a 
2-dimensional family of such lines. 
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Consider a surface S of degree CY containing %. Since t + 1 > a, S contains every 
AH. But the only surface containing more than a one-dimensional family of lines is 
a plane, i.e. the lines AI, sweep out a plane H,. This plane contains infinitely many 
points of E’, so it must contain a component D of V?. But each Afl meets this com- 
ponent t-t1 times, so degD=t+l. n 
Now, again by Theorem 4.1(k) we can write AH for the residual to the t + 1 
collinear points (i.e. Y n H for general H), see Fig. 7. 
We first claim that a(Y) =(x- 1 (a = a(V)). Indeed, it is clear that cx(Y)ra- 1 
since D is contained in a plane. 
Conversely, since deg D = t + 12 a + 2, any surface of degree 5 t which contains 
g must contain the plane of D as a component. In particular, any surface of 
degree (Y containing g must have a component of degree 5 u- 1 containing Y, so 
a(Y)<cx-1. 
Hence the graph in Fig. 7 is a very familiar one. Unfortunately, we do not yet 
know that Y is arithmetically Buchsbaum so we cannot yet apply the analysis of the 
preceding sections. 
Suppose that Y and D are reduced and that the plane of D meets Y in distinct 
points. Then, by Proposition 4.10, #(Yfl D) =deg Y. 
Our goal now is to show that Y is arithmetically Buchsbaum, which we do via a 
sequence of lemmata: 
Lemma 6.2. Y srctisfies the lifting property of Corollary 3.2, in degrees d< t ~ 2. 
Proof. Let H be a plane, other than the plane of D, meeting Y properly. Let r be 
the t + 1 points of H 17 D and let L, be a linear form in H = P’ vanishing on r. Let 
FEHO(Z~,,,,(~)), dst-2. Then LF, E H”((#,.,(d+ 1)) and since y/ is arith- 
metically Buchsbaum we have that FL,L’ lifts to H”(,gV,(d+ 2)) for all L’. But 
d+21 t so by the reasoning above we have that FL,-L’ lifts to the union of a sur- 
face in H”(<gy(d+ 1)) and the plane of D. Therefore FL’ lifts to H”(,~~(d+ 1)). 3 
Lemma 6.3. Let xz a - 2 and let L ES, be a linear form not vanishing on any com- 
ponent of Y. Then 
@k,(L) : M(YL I - M(Y)., 
is surjective. 
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Proof. We have 
O-+P(S,(x-l))- xL HO(&(x)) - HO(&Vf(x)) -M(Y),- I 
= M(Y),-HI&o,(x)) - .**. 
But from the graph of AH we know that H’(gynH(x)) = 0 for XI (x - 2. There- 
fore @,_,(I,) is surjective for xzo- 2. 0 
Lemma 6.4. M(Y),_, = 0. 
Proof. We have 
0-H”(9,(t-3))-H”(Sy(f-2))-H’(&,,(t-2)) 
-M(Y),-, = M(Y),&,. 
Let U be the set of L E S, not vanishing on any component of Y. Say L = 
aox,+ ... + a,X,. By the discussion in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and by Lemma 6.2, 
Ker Q,_,(L) is independent of L E U (except possibly for L vanishing on D, which 
will not matter here). By Lemma 6.3, Q,_-,(L) is surjective for all L E U, since 
tra+l so x=t-21a-l>a-2. In particular, if M(Y),-,=O, then we are done, 
so assume not. 
Now, as before, choose a basis m,, . . . , mj for the common kernel and complete 
it to a basis for M(Y),-,. If M(Y),-,#O, we can choose any basis for M(Y),-, 
and then the matrix for Q,_,(L) looks like: 
where each entry in AL is a linear form in ao, . . . , a3. Furthermore, by choice of 
basis we get A, is injective for all L E U. By Lemma 6.3, A, is surjective for all 
L E U. Therefore AL is an isomorphism for all L E U, and so is a square matrix. 
As before, det AL = 0 gives the set of (a,, . . . , a,) for which the corresponding 
linear forms give matrices A, which are not isomorphisms. This represents a hyper- 
surface of Sr , while the set of L ES, vanishing on a component of Y has codimen- 
sion at least 2. Therefore there is an L E U for which det A, = 0. 
This contradiction finishes the proof. 0 
Lemma 6.5. M(Y), = 0. 
Proof. Choose L E U. By Lemma 6.3 we have 
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is a composition of surjections. By Lemma 6.4, M(Y),_,=O. Therefore M(Y),= 
0. q 
Lemma 6.6. Y is arithmetically Bauchsbaum and % is a basic double link of Y. 
Proof. Just before Lemma 6.2 we saw that #(Y fl D) = deg Y, and we have just seen 
that M(Y), =O, where t =deg D- 1. Then by Theorem 1 .lO, K is a basic double 
link of Y and so Y is also arithmetically Buchsbaum. U 
With this, we can use the techniques of the preceding sections to conclude that 
diam M(g) = diam M(Y) = 1 (except if m = 0, where Y is arithmetically Cohen- 
Macaulay - cf. Proposition 4.9) and dim M(%‘),. z = dim M(Y),_, = m (cf. Re- 
mark 5.2). 
In conclusion, under some restrictive hypotheses, the extremal curves for Theorem 
5.3 all have diam M(K) 5 1 and are basic double links (using planes) of very special 
curves in the liaison class. It seems very likely that these hypotheses are unnecessary. 
This discussion describes the curves whose graph AH(Vn H,n) achieves the 
largest possible value of t, as described in Theorem 5.3. But since a consequence is 
that g has a component a plane curve of degree t + 1, Theorem 5.3 must be sharp 
for these curves. 
Remark 6.7. It is well known that there is an upper bound for the genus of a 
reduced irreducible curve g in ip3 of fixed degree d, and that the curves achieving 
this bound are arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. Furthermore, it follows from work 
in [14] that if @ is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (reduced and irreducible), then 
there is also a lower bound for the genus in terms of d. 
In fact, the same is true for arithmetically Buchsbaum curves and we now outline 
two approaches to finding such a lower bound, each of which uses the results of this 
paper. These approaches (described in (1) and (2) below) both involve a(g) in addi- 
tion to d. The cases o(W)=2 and a(e)= 3 seem to be rather special, so we discuss 
them separately in (3). 
(1) Castelnuovo’s approach, as was used, for example, in [16], can give both an 
upper and a lower bound for g. Let g be a reduced and irreducible arithmetically 
Buchsbaum curve in Ip3, and let /+O. By Riemann-Roth we have 
dl-g+l =HO(%‘,:&)=H(~,:l)= c AH(g,:) 
/=O 
=;gO [m(g),_, +H(F’cH,i)] (Proposition 2.5) 
= N-t C H(Ef!nH,i). 
i=o 
This gives 
g=dl+l-N- i H(fz’nH,i). 
i=o 
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We can obtain from this last equation a lower or upper bound for g by, respec- 
tively, maximizing or minimizing C H(g 0 H,i). We maximize it by making each 
summand grow as quickly as possible. We minimize it by making each summand 
grow as slowly as possible, which is essentially what was done in Section 5 and in 
[161. 
(2) Alternatively, from the exact sequence 
0 - H”&(k)) - HO(@&k)) - P&(k)) - M( VZ), - 0, 
the Riemann-Roth theorem, and Corollary 3.9 we have 
g?kd+l- 
for any ks (Y - 3. But in fact one can check that an even stronger bound is given by 
Cf+l 
gr(a-2)d+l- ( 1 3 -m(g),-z 
(recall that d~(:)+a-m(g)‘),_2 and a~2rn(g)‘),_l). 
(3) If (r=2 or Q= 3, we have from [l] that N= 1 (assuming that g is arithmeti- 
cally Buchsbaum but not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay). Thus ?Z is in the liaison 
class of two skew lines. It then follows from work in [7] that every curve in this 
liaison class can be deformed to some curve obtained from two skew lines by a 
sequence of basic double links. With so much information, we can refine the ques- 
tion of what genera can occur by also considering the single value n satisfying 
h’(#,(n)) = 1 (i.e. the shift of M(8)). 
For a= 2, both the degree and the genus of B are functions of n: d= 2(n + 1); 
g = (n - l)(n + 1) (this is because each basic double link must involve the quadric of 
e, see e.g. [2]). One can actually obtain smooth curves for these values by looking 
at a general curve of type (n, n + 2) on a smooth quadric surface. 
For (Y = 3 there are many more possibilities, since there is a choice about how to 
construct the basic double links. The first observation is that n L 1, since all curves 
in this liaison class with h’(#,) = 1 have a= 2 (and degree 2, arithmetic genus 
(-1)). For any n 2 1, the minimum possible degree of a curve with h’(.g,(n)) = 1 is 
2n + 3, and the minimum (arithmetic) genus is n2. Both come from applying two 
basic double links: first one with f, = 2, h, = n - 1 and then fi = 3, h, = 1 (see Remark 
1.4). 
We conclude with an observation. The bounds we have obtained relied essentially 
on knowing dim &I(@?),_,. One might expect to be able to sharpen these bounds by 
knowing the dimensions of the other components. Unfortunately, this becomes very 
difficult because it is hard to control h’(S,(n)) for nrcr, which enters the compu- 
tation. For example, even in the case of a minimal curve D it is not known what 
AH(gn H, n) looks like (or even, at the moment, that it is uniquely determined by 
the liaison class if diam M(g) > 2). However, we conjecture the following (and have 
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verified it for diam M(g)<2 using [2] and [3]): Let W be a minimal arithmetically 
Buchsbaum curve (in the sense of Remark 3.5(2)). Assume that the components of 
M(V) have dimension II,, . . . , n,.. Let N= 1 n,. Then the graph of AH(VfIH,n) is 
as given in Fig. 8. 
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